
TUITO INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

HOLIDAY HOME WORK 2020-21 

SUBMISSION - ON OPENING OF SCHOOL  

INSTRUCTIONS            CLASS – VII  

 Do all the questions in your notebook.          

 Please revise all the work done till now. 

 In case of any queries contact your subject teacher. 

 Use graph paper where required and stick in the notebook. 
 

ENGLISH 

1.  Make a list of 100 verbs with their three forms, i.e: (Present, Past & Past passible. 

2. Write a paragraph on “benefits of online classes”. 

3. Write a story using articles and preposition. Paste pictures accordingly.   

4. Write an application to your principal, requesting her to arrange for some extra classes of Science, Maths 

and Sanskrit give reason of your choice. 

HINDI 

1. ‘       ए         '       त           ए 

MATHS 

1. Cut this butterfly and paste it in your holiday homework copy. 

Colour the butterfly as per given instructions 

 Red colour for positive integers 

 Blue colour for negative integers 

 Brown for no numbers. 

 
2. Coloured wheel Draw a circle. Mark 8 points on its boundary. Join 2 points at a time to get 4 diameters. 

          4 - 10 -7 + 15 

12  -  4 -15 + 4 



 Name all line segments and all angles obtained. 

 Colour all parts (known as sectors) with different colours 

3. Make a chart in which describe any five mathematician covering the following points. 

 Birth year and birth place. 

 Life style 

 Contribution in mathematics 

 One photograph 

4. Triangle crossword puzzle. 

 Description: 

 A crossword with clues will be given to the students. 

 Across: 

 1. A triangle with all sides equal. 

 4. A triangle with unequal sides. 

 6. The sides of the right triangle other than hypotenuse. 

 8. The property which says h2 = p2 + b2 

 9. Distance of a vertex of a triangle to its opposite base. 

 Down: 

 2. Side opposite to the right angle of a right triangle. 

 3. A triangle in which two sides are equal. 

 5. A line segment drawn perpendicular to one side of a triangle from its opposite vertex. 

 7. The line segment joining the midpoint of one side of a triangle to its opposite vertex. 

   

5. Draw all mathematics shape in a chart and write their perimeter and area. 

6. Write down your routine in tabular form as mentioned below. 

S. No. Activity No. of 

Hours 

Fraction of 

hours per day 

% 

 

1. Studying    

2. Playing    

3. Watching TV    

4. Computer    

5. Sleeping    

 



7. Rohan wants to give lift to an old lady and drop her to home. Find how much distance should he have to 

cover. 

 

 

 

8. Identify the parallel lines and triangles in the following picture and write down in your note-book. Make 

similar pictures and identify the parallel lines and triangle in them also. 

   
 

9. Robotic Maths 

 Description: Do as directed 

 1. Make robot with different coloured sheets. 



 2. Calculate perimeter and area of all figures (17 figures) 

 Hint : Use figure with dimensions as per your requirement. 

 

   
 

10. Complete the following fraction tree. 

 

   

S.ST 

1. Trace  the map of India and  mark  

(a) Metro cites  

(b) Neighbouring countries   

2. Write 3 differences between Indus valley civilization and Vedic civilization. 

3. Draw a flow chart of components of environment 

4. Make a collage of covid-19. 

5. Name the heath polices introduced by Indian Government since 2000 AB.  

SCIENCE 



 

1. Learn all the work done in the class 

2. From the weather report in a daily newspaper or from a internet ,note the following information daily for 

15 days: 

Maximum and minimum temperature.  

Maximum and minimum humidity 

Record the changes if any in the weather pattern.  

3. Make a file on animals of the polar regions and find out how each of them has adapted to live in such a 

climate . You can take help of internet .  

4. On a world map , mark the areas prone to tornado in red and cyclone in blue.  

5. Make a report on ‘coronavirus' or’covid -19’. Write its causes , symptom and prevention.   

6. Make a herbarium file ( A Herbarium is a collection of preserved plant specimen and associated data used 

for specific study) 

https://www.google.com/search?q=herbarium+file+for+class+7&oq=herbarium+file+for+class+7&aqs=chr

ome..69i57.19409j0j7&client=ms-android-oppo&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8#(use this link for 

reference to make a file).  

 

SANSKRIT 

 

1.      पर    :                      

 

 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE & MORAL SCIENCE 

 
1. Make creative mask’s. 

2. Create a video of cooking your favorite meal. 

3. Create a calander  (Choose any one) 

a.  Festivals.  b. Families special occasions. 

4. Make a chart on save earth from covid-19. 

5. Project based learning (President for a week). 

6. Solve given puzzles. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=herbarium+file+for+class+7&oq=herbarium+file+for+class+7&aqs=chrome..69i57.19409j0j7&client=ms-android-oppo&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8#(use
https://www.google.com/search?q=herbarium+file+for+class+7&oq=herbarium+file+for+class+7&aqs=chrome..69i57.19409j0j7&client=ms-android-oppo&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8#(use


 

 

 


